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Paid remuneration in 2020
PROPHON is the Bulgarian society for collective management of neighbouring rights in music, member of the
global organisations IFPI (International Federation of the Phonographic Industry) and SCAPR (Societies’ Council for
the Collective Management of Performers’ Rights). Our mission is to maintain a full and productive partnership
between right-holders and music content users, to safeguard and promote the value of the rights of music
performers and producers alike, and to ensure maximum return on their creative efforts, applying at the same time
high technological standards for accuracy, transparency and efﬁciency.
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ADDRESS FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
2020 was a challenging year, but rather than that we decided to look at it as a year of opportunities. Opportunities
to spend more time for ourselves, opportunities to prepare forthe long-awaited plans, opportunities to start fulﬁlling
our dreams.
During this challenging time, we focused our efforts on supporting theBulgarian performers and music
producers, so they could invest more time in making new music. We worked hard to give them the time they need,
to be surrounded by loved ones and tocreate the perfect atmosphere for completing the projects they started.
Always following the principle of “Right-holders ﬁrst”, we completed one of the most innovative projects yet
– integration of the new software system for neighbouring rights and distribution of renumerations – Apollon.
The new software enables better repertoire data management and it is a step towards faster distribution of the
collected revenue.
This year was dynamic and our goals for 2021 are even more ambitious. We will continue to work on the
digitalisation of the Society, so we can be faster, more efﬁcient and transparent in sharing data with our members
and partners in Bulgaria and abroad.We will focus on licensing more users and venues and thus we will be able to
represent the interests of performers and music producers even more successfully.
Sophia Shtereva,
Executive Director PROPHON
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DISTRIBUTION
REPORTING
In 2020 we successfully completed the most
technologically advanced project of the Society yet - we
implemented the new software system for neighbouring
rights management, Apollon, and we made the ﬁrst
annual distribution in the new system. We are still
exploringApollon’s full potential and capabilities.
Quality. Apollon allows us to collect, store and use
a wider rangeof recording information, usageand right
holder data. We updated our repertoire registration
forms based on the system requirements in order to
improve the quality of the information.

Speed. The integration between different databases,
extensive repertoire and line-ups information and
advancedprocessing solutionsenable easier and faster
distribution.
Transparency. The new right-holder web portal,
one of Apollon’s functionalities, will make the planned
changes in automating the distribution process
possible, providing real-time information exchangeand
transparencyin our right-holders’ best interest. We
expect tolaunch the webportalin 2021.

“The timeframe in which PROPHON implemented Apollon, was remarkable. I am conﬁdent the
organisation is moving forward in the right direction, with the latest technology and its highly motivated
team. PROPHON’s adoption of Apollon ties in with a growing number of other MLCs using this system: part
of a global move towards cooperating around available and proven back-ofﬁce technology to achieve higher
performance at lower cost and risk.
Great credit is due to the team at PROPHON, and also to Stanislava Armoutlieva, whose vision and support
helped PROPHON to achieve this success.“
Richard Gooch,
IFPI, Chief Technology Ofﬁcer
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REPERTOIRE
MANAGEMENT DATABASE
FULL DATA
INTEGRATION

ACCOUNTING
PERFORMER
AND PRODUCER
MANAGEMENT
WEB PORTAL FOR
THE RIGHT-HOLDERS

Apollon is a system, developed by the Austrian company BiConcepts, in strict observance of the recommended
model of the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) for IT and back-ofﬁce processes of music
licensing societies. The system is compliant with the European directive on Collective Rights Management, and is
compatible with specialised SCAPR projects and platforms, such as SDEG, IPD, VRDB. It has been implemented and is
successfully being used in several European societies for neighbouring rights.
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IN NUMBERS

134

Received and
processed reports

8

300 750
Number of unique records

over

70 000

Right holders with distributed
remuneration

38.2 M.

6.7 M BGN

5.6 M BGN

4.23 M BGN

Minutes of airplay

Collected revenue

Net distributed amount

Paid remuneration

9

5 611 901 BGN

Distributed to right holders in 2020

GROWTH
2019/2020
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4 230 754 BGN

Paid remuneration to right holders in 2020

GROWTH
2019/2020
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RIGHT-HOLDERS FIRST
PAID REMUNERATION IN 2020

SECOND ADVANCE PAYMENT CAMPAIGN IN 2020

In 2020 we were one of the ﬁrst organisations in the world to take action and supportperformers and music
producers.
Over 1 million BGN were paid in advance within Society’sﬁrst advance payment campaign, which began
in April 2020.
In the situation of afull lockdown of the music business, we launched a plan for advance payments of part
of the remunerations for 2019. According to the provisions of the Copyright and Neighbouring rights act, all
collected remunerations for the previous year must be distributed no later than the end of September of the
next year. But starting in April 2020, performers and producers could claim and collect up to 70% of the upcoming
remuneration in advance.

We also launched a secondadvance payment campaignin 2020.Thus performers and music producers were
able to receive royalties faster than ever – within the same year of the repertoire usage.
The campaign started on 15.12.2020 and is due to end on30.04.2021. By the end of 2020 the amount of
paidadvanced remuneration was over 250 000 BGN. The total estimated amount of the advance payments by the
end of the campaign is over 1 million BGN.

“I was extremely happy with the fact that PROPHON reached out to usin this difﬁcult moment of
blocked music industry, due to the lack of concerts and closing of restaurants and clubs.”

19% ADVANCE
PAYMENTS
12

Over 19% of the distributed amount
for 2019 was paid in advance thanks
to the April campaign

Antony Rikev,
Musician and producer
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RIGHT HOLDERS FIRST

Naturally, the next step for improving theservicewe offer to the right-holders, is the launch of t a new
version of the web portal Myprophon. The specially designed web portal is a part of Apollon and we are planning
to launch it in the second quarter of 2021.
We care about our members’ recommendations. We realise the importance of the new platform for building
better communication between us.This is the reason we wanted to hear their voice. We organised a working group
with members, active users of innovative services. They were eager to shareexpectations and recommendations
for the content and structure of the portal, as well as ideas for its future development. We are grateful for the
cooperation.
Main advantages and functionalities of Myprophon 2.0
Access to the PROPHON database – to the entire registered right-holders’ repertoire;
Detailed renumeration information and statements;
Repertoire registration;
Control and update of the proﬁle and personal information. This is especially important for ensuringspeed
and accuracy of the remuneration payments.
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RIGHT HOLDERS FIRST
BENEFITS OF BEING A MEMBER OF PROPHON
RIGHT TO VOTE.
PROPHON members are part of the supreme management body of the Society – the General Assembly.
They have the opportunity to participate in all important decisions by voting, thus determining the direction and
strategic development of the Society and its priorities.
ACTIVE PROTECTION OF RIGHTS.
We passionately defend the interests of performers and music producers, however we can take action and
protect the misuse of their repertoire only for members of PROPHON.
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATION.
Only for members of PROPHON we cancollect and distribute remuneration for repertoire usage outside the
territory of Bulgaria and represent their interests before foreign societies.
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INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATION
There has been an increase in the revenues from abroad by20 703 BGN, which is 30 times the amount
in 2019and equals to3639%. This is the result ofactive communication and data exchange with collective
managementsocieties in other countries and the bilateral agreements we signed,through which we represent
our members and Bulgarian repertoire used on their territory.

We signed bilateral representation agreements with three societies this year - CREDIDAM (Romania),
SAMI (Sweden) and VOIS (Russia). Thus, we added to the list three new countries where Bulgarian repertoire is
represented, and from where we receive and pay royalties to our members.

REPRESENTING THE RIGHTS OF PERFORMERS

REPRESENTING THE RIGHTS OF MUSIC PRODUCERS

*
Brazil

Spain

Romania

Poland

Ireland

Japan

Spain

Estonia

Greece

Romania

Hungary

Italy

Italy

Italy

Sweden

Serbia

Great Britain

Portugal

Sweden

Serbia

*

*
The Netherlands

Russia

Italy

Slovenia

Poland

The Netherlands

Great Britain

*New contracts in 2020.
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From USERS
to RIGHT HOLDERS
The efﬁciency of a system highly depends on its than 3 months before conclusion of the respective
input data. For us, these are repertoire registrations distribution.”
and usage reports. We try to affectthe quality of the
reports, but registrations depend entirely on the rightUSAGE REPORTS –
holders.
PROCESSING AND MATCHING
REPERTOIRE REGISTRATION
IN THE PROPHON DATABASE

Usage reports contain information on the title,
artist, producer, rotations and total duration of the
played recordings. Based on this information, the
The ﬁrst, and most important, step for system matches the actual usage to registered
successful distributionis the repertoire registration. repertoire. Not automatically matched recordings are
Comprehensive and timely information on records, processed manually.
including ISRC codes, is not simply a responsibility of
the right-holders, but the only way to provide reliable
THE MOST RELIABLE WAY FOR CORRECT
identiﬁcation data. Not only the recordings must be
MATCHING IS THE ISRC CODE
registered, but alsothe line-ups of performers and
producers who participated in the recording, so that
When the ISRC is apart both fromthe registration
everyone can receive fair remuneration.
and the usage report, matching is done automatically,
immediately and with no other possible interpretation
According to ourregulations, distributions are oftheplayed recording version or respectively the
made “only between those right-holders for whom beneﬁciary of the allocatedremuneration. The ISRC code
the respective registration is conducted no later is the key to accurate, fastand effective distribution.
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Repertoire, performer and
producer information

25%
75%

Usage reports
and matching

Comparison with
monitoring, report
enrichment

Payment of
remuneration
via bank transfer

25%
25%

Distribution
calculations

Repertoire registration is the ﬁrst and most important step for successful distribution.
It is the only way to ensure reliable identiﬁcation and remuneration.
DATA COMPARISON WITH MONITORING
We have established as a permanent practice, the
comparison of the usagereports received by media
with monitoring data. We compare the reports of
over 30 radio stations, while carefully examining the
reported played recordings to the monitoring data and
identifying not present recordings in the media reportor
different durations of music played between the two
reports. The most important part of the process, of
course, remains the communication with the users
and our mutual efforts to establish the reasons for
thesedifferences.

RIGHT-HOLDERS’ REMUNERATION ALLOCATION*
After matchingall played recordings from the usage
reports we startthe distribution of collected revenues
from all users.
We distribute the remuneration to the right-holders
in the most modern and fair way, as close to the actual
usage as possible – on the principle per track / per
second.
PAYMENT
We transfer the distributedremunerations to the
bank accounts of the right-holders,following a 14-day
period for data conﬁrmation– no need fora signature
or physical presencein our ofﬁce.

*It is carried out in accordance with the principles laid down in the Distribution Regulative:
- Distribution of income with reports is done for each user separately, proportionally to the duration in seconds of the actual used recordings/musical
performances, according to received reports.
- Distribution of incomewithout reports – based on radio, TV or general average airplay, depending on the source.
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THREE IMPORTANT CHANGES
TO PROPHON REGULATIVES

CHANGES IN THE TERMS OF LIMITATION FOR DISTRIBUTED
AND UNCLAIMED REMUNERATION
The term for payment of unclaimed remunerations was reduced from 5 to 3 years from the date of
distribution.
With this change we create preconditions for reducing the time in which distributed remuneration is
returned to the right-holders.

BETTER FACILITATION OF THE PROCESS OF
DISTRIBUTED REMUNERATION PAYMENTS
The adopted changes are a prerequisite for transitioning to automatic remuneration payments,
simpliﬁed procedures and efﬁciency.
Major changes:
No requirements for annual signing of documents and personal meetings;
Switching entirely to digitalservice after a single initial data provision by the right-holder;
Introduction of a 14-day review and conﬁrmation of the data provided.
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MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC PERFORMANCE
RIGHTS ON AN EXCLUSIVE BASIS
The purpose of this change is to allow us to effectively perform our assigned functions of protection of
managed rights and to actively compete with other independent societies.
Each right-holder must choose to grant the management of the rights to PROPHON, manage them
independently or through another society.
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General assembly
Board of directors
Producers interest quota
Category Producers by volume
Virginia Records – represented by Stanislava Armoutlieva
Universal Music Romania – represented by Stanislav Zahariev
Orphei Music – represented by Kiril Velichkov

Category Producers by selection
Gega New – represented by Juliana Marinova

Performers interest quota
Emil Dimitrov – Son
M I Productions – represented by Maria Ilieva
ET PC Sound Reactor – represented by Konstantin Markov
Vasil Gurov

Balanced interest quota
Rosen Stoev (DJ Rossko)

Advisory board
Mega Music – represented by Dora Black-Hampler
Music Clinic Records – represented by Antony Rikev
Danail Milev
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Executive director
AdministrationPROPHON
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2020

2019

Radio stations

1 844 093

1 714 103

7.6%

TV Broadcasting

3 075 303

3 220 313

- 4.5%

28 359

22 040

28.7%

296 322

282 015

5.1%

Public Performance

1 241 672

1 401 976

- 11.4%

TOTAL REVENUE LICENCING

6 485 749

6 640 447

- 2.3%

International Revenue

21 272

569

3639%

Administrative Revenue

19 910

40 962

- 51%

TOTAL REVENUE

6 526 931

6 681 978

- 2%

Administrative Cost

1 144 756

1 112 953

3%

TOTAL COST

1 144 756

1 112 953

3%

17.7%

16.8%

Financing of social, cultural and
educational activities of the performers

150 000

115 000

30%

Financing of social, cultural and educational activities of the producers

150 000

115 000

30%

Webcastig
Retransmission

GROWTH
2019/2020

GROWTH
2019/2020

REVENUE FROM WEBCASTING

REVENUE FROM RADIO STATIONS

GROWTH
2019/2020

REVENUE FROM RETRANSMISSION

Administrative Cost

6.53

M BGN

2020 Total revenue
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+30%
Funds ﬁnancing

21.3

K BGN

Revenue from abroad
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2020

2020

Radio Stations Revenue (in million BGN)

1.388

1.644

1.578

1.714

TVBroadcasting Revenue (in million BGN)

1.844

2.664

2.706

2.977

3.220

3.075

+15.5%

+32.8%
-4.5%

+7.6%

2016
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2017

2018

2019

2020

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
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2020

2020

WebcastingRevenue (in million BGN)

0.029

0.028

0.029

0.022

RetransmissionRevenue (in million BGN)

0.028

-3.2%

0.296

2016
30

2017

2018

2019

2020

0.282

0.285
0.265

+28.7%

2016

+4.1%

2017

0.277
+5.1%

2018

2019

2020
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NEW TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS

We initiated a second negotiation process with the Bulgarian Association of Cable and Communication
Operators (BACCO) for the approval of a new tariff for retransmission of sound recordings and recordings of
musical audio-visual works via electronic communications networks.
Following the Authorities request, we prepared a reasoned economic justiﬁcation and methodology of a
new tariff.

We assigned the task to Ernst & Young Bulgaria, a world
leader in the ﬁeld of audit, tax and ﬁnancial consulting, which
developed an “Analysis of the economic assessment and
recommendation for determining the tariff for retransmission
of PROPHON”.
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Conclusions and ﬁndings from
the analysis of Ernst & Young Bulgaria

The Bulgarian paidtelevision market has neighbouring countries, as well as with those adopted
signiﬁcantly increased;
in other Member States, adjusted by the purchasing
The tariff has never been reviewed or updated; parity index ability;
Bulgaria reports the lowest total revenues from
There is a discrepancy in the expected average
price, according to the current tariff for retransmission, the use of retransmission rights;
and the probable actual average price, based on the
Bulgaria generates the lowest subscriber
number of subscribers, declared to the Society;
retransmission revenues among all comparable
The tariff setting methodologies signiﬁcantly markets;
differ between EU countries, as this issue has not been
It is possible that the Bulgarian retransmission
regulated at European level;
tariff is in violation of EU rules in ensuring fair and equal
The European Court of Justice has ruled, in conditions of competition for all market participants, as
judgment C-177/16, that it is appropriate to compare it creates an exceptional discrepancy between the price
retransmission fees, with those applicable in per subscriber for the Low and High price categories.
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2020
Public Performance Revenue (in million BGN)

Public performance revenue

2019/2020

(by object type)

Undoubtedly, 2020 was a challenging year. The enforced restrictions made it impossible for entire business
segments to fully function. We applied an individual approach, with care and attention to eachuser. During this
difﬁcult period, our team focused their efforts on licensing retail outlets that were open, such as service centres
and shops.

1% Other

2020
1.095

1.240

1.402

1.242

-11.4%

0.936

+32.7%

2019
Other 2%

Shops 31%

22% Shops
3% Centers
Restaurants 59%

53% Restaurants

14% Hotels
Centers 4%

2016
34

2017

2018

2019

2020

Hotels 11%
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2020
Public Performance

In 2020, we conducted two marketing campaigns, aimed at raising public awareness of the legal use of
musician hair and beauty salons, gyms, sports halls, etc.
“MUSIC is a part of Beauty” and “MUSIC is a part of Health” emphasize on the importance of music in business
and promote specially designed licensing packages for this type of service centres.
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GROWTH
2019/2020

GROWTH
2019/2020

LICENSED VENUES:
Hair and beauty salons

LICENSED SITES:
Gyms, sports halls,
dance studios and similar
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Beneﬁciaries – Music producers

BAMP

150 000 BGN

“In 2020, despite the pandemic, with the support of
PROPHON we managed to realise a large portion of our campaign
for changingthe public attitude towards music, creativity and
the rights, related to them. It was extremely important that
together we promotedin Bulgaria the unique producer code for
record identiﬁcation – ISRC. This is a strategic step for the future
of Bulgarian music and its survival in a new world, dominated
by digital consumption. We believe that PROPHON will continue
to support us in the future, both in our vigorous anti-piracy
activities and in our efforts for a more effective European and
national legislation in the ﬁeld of copyright and related rights.”
Ina Kileva,
BAMP, Executive Director

Beneﬁciaries – Performers

BMA

120 000 BGN

“PROPHON’s support to our organisation is the key to successful
implementation of our activities and projects supporting performers
in Bulgaria. We are grateful for this valuable cooperation and believe
that it will expand even more in the future.”
Vesela Kondakova,
BMA, Executive Director

BHHA

30 000 BGN

“In 2020, the Bulgarian Hip Hop Association, thanks to the
support of PROPHON, managed to launch its long-awaited initiative –
copyright.com (www.avtorskiprava.com) to promote good governance
of copyright and related rights.”
Vasil Nikolov,
BHHA, Chairman of the Board
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ANNUAL CHART

1

Runnin’

2

Vselena

3

Beli Noshti

Eva Parmakova x
Hakan Akkus

4Magic

6

Ai Ai

7

Deniat

8

How we end up

Dara

Tangra

01.01.2020 - 31.12.2020

40

Billy Hlapeto x
D3MO

4

Nalivai mi

5

Na praga

Billy Hlapeto x
D3MO

Tangra

Poli Genova

“I was justhappy that “Runnin’”topped the
chart for Bulgarian for music in 2020, but one
of my dreams became a reality. A special thank
you to Hakkan Akkus and the Virginia Records
team, without whom this project would not
have been that successful. Music is my way of
charging myself and the audience. Expect more
surprises from me!”
Eva Parmakova,
Performing artist

9
10

Be Alright
ALMA

Ella Ella
Dara
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ANNUAL CHART

1

Blinding Lights
The Weeknd

6

Beverly Hills

2

ROSES
(Imanbek Remix)

7

Runnin’

8

Me Provocas

9

Say So

SAINt JHN

Zivert

Eva Parmakova x
Hakan Akkus

01.01.2020 - 31.12.2020
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3

Breaking Me

4

Dua Lipa

5

Mindnights (The
Hanging Tree)

Topic, A7S

Physical

HOSH & 1979 Feat.
Jalja

10

Dynoro &
Fumaratto

Doja Cat

The chart is providedby the Spanish monitoring
company BMAT. It covers the period from January
1 to December 31, 2020 and is based on 24-hour
monitoring of music airplay of more than60 TV
channels and radio stations with national coverage.

Unfaithful
Dennis Lloyd
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Visit our website:
www.prophon.org
@PROPHON
@prophonbulgaria
Prophon Bulgaria

Member of:

